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Name:  ______________
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE UCLX Exam No. 3 (100pts.) – 20% of the final grade
General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___
Question 1 (10pts.)

What is the use of CRON table?

Write a short essay answer here. Two or three sentences would do… 

Question 2 (10pts.)

What is the essential difference between character-stream transfer devices and block transfer devices?

(Note: don’t say that one can read streams of characters and the other blocks, explain the difference!)

Write a short essay answer here. Two or three sentences would do… 

Question 3 (10pts.)

What is the difference in blocking and non-blocking I/O software interface to a device?  

How does it change the way a user-space program is written?

Write a short essay answer here. Two or three sentences would do… 

Question 4 (10pts.)

Why would one prefer to run a service not as root?

Write a short essay answer here. One or two sentences would do… 

Why had the http-counter service to start as a root even though it later switched to a different user?

Write a short essay answer here. One or two sentences would do… 

Question 5 – Labs 7, 8 and 9 (10pts.)

Assume that you are root. Change the properties of file file1 so that it belongs to uclinux:

-rw-rw----   1 youruid  students    2131 May 13  2020 file1.cpp <- IS NOW

-rw-rw----   1 uclinux  students    2131 May 13  2020 file1.cpp <- REQUESTED

______________________________________________

Assume that you are root. Change the access to the file as shown below:

-rw-rw----   1 uclinux students    2131 May 13  2020 file1.cpp <- IS NOW

-rw-r—-r--   1 uclinux students    2131 May 13  2020 file1.cpp <- REQUESTED
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______________________________________________

Question 6 – Lab 9 (10pts.)

I want to run program /usr/sbin/defrag using the schedule: at 1am every Monday, Wednesday and 

Friday), and at 3:30am on Saturdays.  Provide the lines that need to be added to the CRON table: 

____   ____   ____   ____   ____   ____   _______________________

____   ____   ____   ____   ____   ____   _______________________

____   ____   ____   ____   ____   ____   _______________________

Question 7 – Labs 10 (10pts.)

What is UDEV? What is EUDEV? What does udevadm command do? Why a tool like this became necessary

Write a short essay answer here. Three or four sentences would do… 

Question 8-9 – Lab 11 (20pts.)

Consider a device driver module like the “module2” from your recent lab assignment. 

List the function names that were implemented by the module.

Module initialization and shut down (2):

____________ called when module is loaded

____________ called when module is unloaded

Module file IO access (5):

____________ called by user space _open(const char*)_

____________ called by user space _close(int)_

____________ called by user space ____________

____________ called by user space ____________

____________ called by user space ____________

Module file IOCTL access (1):

____________ called by user space ioctl(int,int,void*)

How many different IOCTL services are implemented by this device driver? _____ 

What was the major number of our device driver? _____

What was the minor number of our device driver? _____

Question 10 – Lab 12 (10pts.)

How each of the following files or scripts is used in the Debian package?

debian/http-counter/DEBIAN/control

Write a short essay answer here. One sentence would do… 

debian/http-counter/DEBIAN/preinst
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Write a short essay answer here. One sentence would do… 

debian/http-counter/DEBIAN/postinst

Write a short essay answer here. One sentence would do… 

debian/http-counter/DEBIAN/prerm

Write a short essay answer here. One sentence would do… 

debian/http-counter/DEBIAN/postrm

Write a short essay answer here. One sentence would do… 

End of the Exam

Have a good and SARS-

CoV-2 free summer!
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